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Abstract
Mobile commerce is whatever electronic transfer or transaction via a mobile modem
through a mobile net in which the true value or advance payment is done for goods,
services or information. A mobile payment system should be beneficial for all related
persons. For a payment system to be a Successful system, End-user, seller, exporter
and operators should see a additional value in it. End-user prefers simplicity, available
speed, convenience, security and suitable cost. Sellers want to cover many customers
powerfully a mobile payment system. They are attending to obtain additional money by
mobile payment services by increasing security and reducing the risk of denying the
transaction. There are various mobile payment technologies which some of them are
successful, unsuccessful and gradually disappeared. In this article the various mobile
electronic commerce payment models are studied by the aim of choosing the ideal
model .After the application of hybrid AES Symmetric and ECC Asymmetric
Algorithm coding, an SMS based model is presented in electronic commerce.
Keywords: Mobile payment, security, Mobile E-commerce, Encryption
Introduction
Progress of technology and development of mobile technologies led to formation of a
new type of e-commerce as mobile commerce. Mobile commerce can be defined as
performance of commercial transactions using mobile devices such as mobile phones,
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PDAs and computers without mobile system. E-payment means the process which
enables two parties to exchange financial value of a product or service using a mobile
system [2]. E-payment is expected to be one of the best applications of e-commerce.
Generally, a payment system should be able to fulfill security conditions such as
authentication, confidentiality, data integration, Non Repudiation, etc. for this reason,
the presence of standard and generalized procedures seems to be necessary to expand
mobile commerce. Today, different methods have been provided for e-banking
particularly e-payment, which have tried to make e-payment transactions in the shortest
possible time and with suitable security. Different methods of payment can be classified
based on different criteria such as the used technology, type of used account and type of
business model and the like. In this paper, we discuss types of e-payment methods,
business models, and the used technology and finally, we present a safe model based on
SMS and application of security mechanisms based on AES and ESS algorithms for
performing interactions.
E-payment business models
Different types of e-payment business models are being completed. Difference of
these models is caused by response to this question: who establishes relation (payment
of fund, bill payment, opening account et) with end user , bank, operators and other
non-bank companies . One of the other differences is hidden in nature and rules
between bank and non-bank companies and agencies. But there are four potential
models for payment of mobile phone: Operator – Centric model, Bank-centric model,
Peer to peer model and Collaboration model.
A. Operator-Centric Model
In Operator-Centric Model, mobile phone operators act independently for
performance of e-payment and financial institutes don’t participate in payment process.
In this model, operator is production authority and e-payment manager. Many of the
developed Operator-Centric models have been challenged due to no connection with
present payment networks. Some examples have been commissioned with this model in
the newly emerging countries but they don’t cover e-payment services methods and epayments have been limited to payment of fund and purchase of mobile phone charge.
Here, payment can be made with two methods: payment with credit card and payment
through telecommunication phone bill. Therefore, major payments are not supported in
this model. Operator also can create a mobile wallet independent of user account [3][4].
Communication scenario between beneficiaries in Operator-Centric Model is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Operator-Centric Model: Stakeholder Scenario [5]

Operator-Centric Model faces different challenges. The first problem which this
model faces is presentation of a set of products and services for payment and also
presentation of a solution which can be accepted as the safe and reliable method [5].
The second challenge is collective acceptance of this model by merchant and consumers
which will be difficult due to:
Problems of privacy and imitation
The absence of commercial relation between merchants and operator
Centralization of POS equipment toward seller
Challenge of billing and the required services of customer for operator
Considering the above cases and type of communication among beneficiaries in
Operator-Centric Model, the presence of each of these people in this model will bring
different profit and risk for them. Figure 2 graphically shows risk and profit rate for
each one of the beneficiaries.
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Figure 2: Risks and Benefits for Operator-Centric Model Stakeholders [5]
B. Bank-centric model
In this model, bank is responsible for production and management of e-payment
service like the present credit card system. Operators don't participate in this payment
process. Banks produce e-payment plans or provide e-payment devices for customers
and guarantee communication point between customer and sellers. In this model,
mobile network operator is used as a simple authority. However, there is benefit of
operator in this model when banks use Sim Cart-based software technology for the
mobile tools. In these cards, banks should pay rental to operators. Operators also
provide their experience for guaranteeing QOS. In this model, since payments are made
through bank accounts, both major and minor payments should be supported [3],[4].
Figure 3 shows communication scenario between beneficiaries in the Bank-Centric
Model. One of the known systems which use Business Model is Pay Box method.

Figure 3: Bank-Centric Model: Stakeholder Scenario [5]
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Considering these cases, there are some barriers for execution of a successful bankcentric model. First, all banks may be forced to support different and special standards
of operators due to dependency of mobile phone operators. Second, banks act with trade
for investment in e-payment considering that they are producing contactless debit and
credit cards. Figure 4 shows risk and benefit for each one of the beneficiaries in bankcentric model.

Figure 4: Risks and Benefits for Bank-Centric Model Stakeholders [5]

C. Peer –to- peer model
This model is different from the above models. The third company commissions epayment service using infrastructures of banks and operators and acts independently of
financial institutes and network operators. The third company acts as a route among
customers, sellers and banks. Transaction is performed peer to peer between customer
and seller. This model changes the present payment ecosystem by reducing role of
banks and payment networks. In addition , money can be transferred from a person to
another person in this method. Therefore, this model affects business of money transfer.
One of the known e-payment services which follow this business model is Pay
Bal[3][4]. Figure 5 shows communication scenario between the beneficiaries in peer-topeer model
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Figure 5: Peer-to-Peer Model: Stakeholder Scenario [5]

Peer to peer model is interesting for the merchant who seeks to reduce processing
costs of payment credit and debit cards for non-bank customers and those who can use
traditional cards. It is also suitable for the customers who seek to send money to friends
and family out of their country. However, the following cases and problems should be
removed by the beneficiaries for survival of this model.
Supporting considerable number of commercial places which can be used for
customers.
Providing sustainable income for banks so that they guide transactions toward this
direction.
Ensuring that transactions are suitable whether in POS or on line.
Dominating over report of negative media on money laundering and security
Settling dispute between beneficiaries
Figure 6 shows risk and benefit for each one of the beneficiaries in peer to peer model.

Figure 6: Risks and Benefits for Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Model Stakeholders [5]
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D. Collaboration Model
Collaboration model includes collaborations between the trusted banks, operators
and the third company. Service manager is responsible for management of all payment
and collaboration processes among the operators and banks. This model allows
beneficiaries to concentrate on their main capabilities , open door for earning new
income from gradual services , direct retention and loyalty of customer and fulfill main
demand of customers. Therefore, it is more possible to implement and establish
collaboration model. In the survey which was performed in smart cards union, 86% of
the respondents supported this model because it has the highest capability for long-term
position [4]. Despite relations between actors of this model, their collaboration is very
complex. ISIS and Google Wallet and Square Wallet are the payment services which
follow this business model [3],[4]. Communication scenario between the beneficiaries is
shown in collaboration operator model in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Collaboration Model: Stakeholder Scenario [5]
Figure 8 shows risk and benefit for each one of the beneficiaries in collaboration
model.
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Figure 8: Risks and Benefits for Collaboration Model Stakeholders [5]
Review of the existing e-payment methods
Today, abundant methods have been presented in the world. Although each one of
the methods may conform to one of the business models which have been presented, it
has its own methods. In this Section, we study several current and active payment
methods in the world.
Boku
This company was commissioned in 2009 and grew with two Mobillcash and Paymo
companies which were active in e-payment services. Boku is active with mobile phone
operators all over the world. Merchants and publishers use their main services called
Paymo in 65 countries of the world. Focus of this company is first on purchaser and
transactions for social games and virtual goods. Transfer of money has not been studied
[6]. For purchase through Boku, user doesn’t need only mobile phone and also needs
credit card, bank account and other accounts and even internet. This company
communicates with customer, seller , operator and bank of seller with this method.
Technology used in this method is SMS and e-payment business model is almost similar
to Operator- Centric-model [7].
B. Pay Pal
Pay Pal is a global e-business which has been created for payment and transfer of
money through internet. Pay Pal Mobile is a specific solution belonging to Pay Pal and
is usually used in USA and Canada. Pay Pal acts as a trusted third party between
customer and seller.
Pay Pal only charges receiver and sender doesn’t pay cost for payment service.
Interaction of participants is shown in Figure 9[8].
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Figure 9: Business Model – PayPal Mobile

For shopping with this method, user only needs a mobile phone and a Pay Pal
account with this method and another hardware is not needed. To create a Pay Pal
account, a credit or debit card is required to activate account. At time of purchasing
operations, the phone should be connected to internet. For other communications, SMS
and WAP are used. Pay Pal Mobile acts based on peer to peer model.
C. PayBox
Pay Box Company provides different services for trading mobile phone such as
content, marketing and payment.
For payment through Pay Box, user only needs a mobile phone and a bank account
and also should be registered in Pay Box. Actors of business model in this project
include customers and sellers of Pay Box and interaction between these actors is shown
in Figure 10[8].

Figure 10: Interaction of participants in mobile payment with pay box
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D. PayforIT
It is a company which provides mobile phone payment services which has been
supported by all mobile phone operators of England and has been designed for easy
mobile payments. PayforIT has potential access to more than 52 million users in
England. It supports micropayments (usually below 10 pounds) for purchase using
mobile phone and simple and rapid methods of bill charging for payment. Since May
2007, PayforIT supports web transactions as an income flow. For payment with this
method, there is no need for bank account or special hardware and only one mobile
phone is required. In addition to users, operators and merchants include a layer of
participants called valid payment intermediary as described in Figure 11. Business
model is in operator- centric Pay Forit and WAP technology is used for performance of
operations [8].

Figure 11: Business Model - PayforIT

E. I-mode Mobile Payment - Osaifu-Keitai
Osaifu-keitai mobile payment service has been introduced by the transferred
NTTDoCoMo which is currently presented by all of three mobile operators in Japan to
their users. Osaifu-keitai which principally means wallet allows use of smart cards for
mobile payment.
The user needs a mobile phone which supports i-mode card reader using this method.
In this method, all purchase expenses are transferred to NTTDoCoMo after purchase by
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user and then registered beside other network expenses. Payment business model is
operator –centric I-mode as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Business Model – Osaifu-Keitai

Types of Mobile Payments
Mobile payments can be classified into two major groups based on its rate and
volume.
Micropayments: includes payments of ten dollars below and means the payments in
mobile medium such as cost of downloading video clip and games.
Micropayments: includes payment of high volume transaction cost such as online
shopping and proximity payments such as park card but mobile payments can be
classified from another perspective which is information transfer in mobile transactions
. Based on this classification, two major groups of payment can be identified.
Mobile payments which are based on SMS/MMS technology or WAP crawlers based
infrastructures.
Proximity payments which include use of message transfer protocols in limited
distances such as (Contact Less Chip,1RFID, Infrared, Bluetooth, NFC2) for payment
of price of goods and services.
V. Introduction to encryption
Encryption means use of mathematical techniques for hiding information [13]. Main
goal of encryption is to enable sender and receiver to communicate with each other with
a safe channel so that another person cannot understand or alter information. This
1
2

Radio Frequency Identification
Near Field Communication
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communication channel can be telephone line, computer networks or wireless interfaces
[14]. Cryptography techniques are mainly classified into two classes: symmetric and
asymmetrical techniques [15]. In symmetric encryption, sender and receiver have equal
key. When sender wants to send a message to receiver, he encrypts it with key and then
sends the encrypted information. After receiving the information encrypted by receiver,
the password will be recovered and information will be returned to the primary state and
used [15]. In asymmetric encryption, each participant has two keys in communication:
public key and private key. Private Key only belongs to sender and public key is given
to receiver by sender. For decryption, receiver should use public key which is presented
by sender along with private key [16].
Proposed model
As illustrated in figure 13, the protocol includes six elements:
1-User (costumer): The owner of mobile device who buys goods or services via
payment system.
2-Electronic (Digital) wallet: It is software installed on costumer's mobile device and
consists of certain codes causing interactions between costumer, seller and bank. In
plain English, user can interact bank and seller using this software. Besides, this
software exploits cryptographic protocols to encrypt messages. This software is
delivered to mobile user when he/she subscribes for using mobile services. Also, it
might be provided for user in the form of a specific subscriber's services in expense of a
monthly payment.
3-Merchant (seller): A person who sells electronic goods such as e-books, MP3,
Downloads, software or search results in a digital library. Additionally, seller may
provide some services for customers.
4- Trusted Third Party (TTP):
This element plays two main roles:
As the reference for issuing certificates for banks (sellers' and costumers' bank)
As a clearing house between banks. It settles payments between banks.
5- Costumer's bank: The bank where costumer has an account. It is responsible for
authentication, controlling costumer's bank account; withdraw from costumer's account
(debit) and communication with seller's bank.
6- Seller's bank: The bank where seller has a bank account. It communicates with
costumer's bank and credits seller's bank accounts
Prior to entering this system, banks should register in TTP so that digital certificate is
issued for them.
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Figure 13: Main elements and their interactions in proposed model

1. After surfing seller's website, the costumer selects desired product. Then “product
order” message (Order_msg) is generated and sent to seller by costumer. This message
includes properties of selected product (name, identification number, number of
products and etc)
2. When merchant received Order_msg from costumer, generates purchase bill for
costumer and encrypts it using public key and sent them to the costumer. This message
includes some details regarding price, currency and a description of selected product (to
make sure that costumer has selected correctly) and time of request. Costumer checks
product description and price field to ensure accuracy of his/her selection.
3. The costumer receives seller's message, decrypts it and generates
Withdraw_Req_Msg message. Using this message the customer pays the desired price
from his bank.
4. Receiving Withdraw_Req_Msg, the bank authenticates the costumer using private
key and checks whether costumer's account has enough amount of money or not.
Afterwards, it debits costumer accounts as much as requested price and generates
“withdraw response” message. This message is signed by private key of the bank. In
addition, it is encrypted using public key of seller's bank to avoid manipulation. The
encrypted message is sent to seller's bank while a acknowledgement message is sent
back to the costumer.
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5. The seller's bank, decrypts received message, authenticates it, checks accuracy of
costumer's bank signature and expiration time of the message. Subsequently, the seller's
account is credit and payment validation (acknowledgement) is sent to costumer and
costumer's bank.
6. Costumer's bank sends a validation message to the costumer as soon as they
received acknowledgement message from seller's bank.
7. The seller gives the requested product to the costumer, when he receives
acknowledgement message.
The prominent security principals in our model are proved as follows:
Data integrity:
It guarantees that content of messages is not manipulated and the message is
unchanged.
In this protocol, sender generates a summary of message (for example using SHA-1
algorithm) and encrypts it with its private key. Then it adds this summary to the
message and sends it to the client. The client separates summary of message and
decrypts it using public key of sender. Subsequently, the client compares derived
summary to a summary which is generated by it. If these summaries match, the sender
is the claimed one and data integrity is met.
Non-Repudiation:
This characteristic prevents fake claim of a person who has not performed any
transactions Signatures provide non-repudiation of performed operations Thus, in this
protocol seller and costumer should sign the receipt in order to avoid denial of trade by
merchant or costumer. This occurs in second step of protocol.
Authentication:
Message authentication means proving consistency of receiver’s original identity.
Authenticating person's identity is proving that the person is the same person who
claims. In this protocol, authentication is provided by digital signature secure
cryptography mechanism. Sender should sign the message with its private key. The
client checks signature accuracy using sender's public key. If the signature is valid the
sender is authenticated.
Confidentiality:
It prevents unauthorized people to access sensitive payment information which may
lead to abuse in future. In this protocol when the seller receives (Order_msg) message
from costumer, sends the bill to costumer and encrypts it by their shared key. The
costumer receives seller’s message, decrypts it and generates (Withdraw_Req_Msg)
message to pay the price of product by its bank.
Efficiency and security considerations of the provided model are as follows:
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Symmetric encryption is performed very rapidly in mobile devices and it is not timeconsuming operation because only one key is used for encryption and decryption.
Therefore, efficiency of the system will be suitable.AES method is suitable for
micropayment.
Asymmetric encryption and digital signature are time-consuming in mobile devices
and may affect efficiency of the system but its security is higher than the symmetric
method because it uses two public and private keys for encryption and decryption.
Use of asymmetric encryption and digital signature is not suitable for micropayment
but it is completely logical in micropayment because it needs high security.
Selection of ECC asymmetric encryption among asymmetric encryptions improves
efficiency and speed of encryption calculation because digital signature is calculated
and data is decrypted with very high speed in ECC method and its security is higher
than that of other asymmetric algorithms.
Use of asymmetric encryption requires bank or two involved parties to use digital
certificate. In case certificates are provided to bank and users, use of this encryption is
very useful for authentication and can be easily applied in the system.
Digital signature also requires application of public key and more suitable nonrepudiation, confidentiality and authentication by adding it to the proposed method.
Wherever signature was required, we used asymmetric encryption i.e. ECC method
but symmetric encryption method , AES method was used in the messages which only
shared key had been used .
Conclusion
In this paper, four mobile payable business models were studied. For this purpose,
participants used mobile payment business models and position of each beneficiary was
determined in these models and risk and benefit of each participant were studied in
these models and their positive and negative points were mentioned. Based on these
studies and collaboration mode, because beneficiaries have almost equal risk and benefit
and each one of the beneficiaries acts in his/her specialized field, it is better than other
models. 10 payment method sin the world were currently studied and it was evident in
this study that new methods have used collaboration model and wireless technology. In
Table 1, 10 important methods along with business models applied in each one of the
payment methods are shown.
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Table 1
Payment
Mode of
technology
payment

Method of
payment

Business
model

BOUK[7],[6]

OperatorCentric

SMS

Micro
payment

PayPal[8]

peer-to-peer

SMS,WAP

Micro &
Macro
payment

pay Box[8]

BankCentric

SMS

Macro
payment

PayforIT[19],[8]

OperatorCentric

WAP

Micro
payment

Osaifu-Keitai[8]

OperatorCentric

RFID

Google Wallet[9]

Collaboratio
n

NFC

ISIS[10]

Collaboratio
n

NFC

Square
Wallet[20]

Collaboratio
n

WAP

Jiring[11]
Paypaad[21]
The proposed
method

OperatorCentric
Collaboratio
n
Collaboratio
n

USSD
SMS,USSD
SMS

Micro
payment
Micro &
Macro
payment
Micro &
Macro
payment
Micro &
Macro
payment
Micro mini
payment
Micro
payment
Micro &
Macro
payment

Disadvantages
Non macro payment, Non
–non repudiation
Authentication method
dialog[4]
Non Authentication,
Not suitable for micro
payment
Non macro payment, High
cost in application of
WAP technology
Non macro payment, Non
Payment remote
Non Payment remote

Non Payment remote
High cost in application of
WAP technology
Non macro payment
Non macro payment, Non
Authentication

In addition, one evaluation was done by Ms. Asghari et al. [5] in Iran based on which
collaboration model was selected in the business model in Iran. In the proposed method,
attempt was made to use collaboration model for business and transactions and
micropayment and micropayment and also payment through SMS were provided
through symmetric and asymmetric encryption of a secure payment which has all
security specifications .
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